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COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: January 2/3, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 36:08 minutes 
Guests: Pam w/ Fauquier Celebrate Recovery
Topic: Addiction 
Discussed: This week we are focusing on an incredible program, Celebrate Recovery, and 

specifically the group based in Warrenton, VA - Fauquier Celebrate Recovery. We'll 
be covering what the program does, who it serves, how to get involved, and what the 
experience is like. Our guest speaker is someone who helped to found Fauquier 
Celebrate Recovery for her son who was struggling with addiction.

 
COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: January 9/10 5:00 AM Length: 40:04 minutes 
Guests: Lori J. Pierce, MD, FASTRO, FASCO, president of ASCO

Jean Chatzky, CEO of HerMoney.com
Topic: Cancer Care; Financial Impact of Covid
Discussed: This week we talk with Lori J. Pierce, MD, FASTRO, FASCO, president of ASCO, 

about perceptions of current cancer care levels. As the world’s leading organization 
of oncology professionals who care for people with cancer, ASCO believes it is 
critical to understand what the public, including patients, think of, expect and need 
from the nation’s cancer care system.

Our second interview is with Jean Chatzky, CEO of HerMoney.com, about new 
research that has come out about the conundrum facing employers/employees during 
this pandemic - specifically in how it relates to balancing work/home life in 
connection with caregiving.

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: January 16/17, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 33:40 minutes 
Guests: Susan Weinstock, VP of Financial Resilience, AARP

Mark Steber, Chief Tax Information Officer with Jackson Hewitt,
Topic: Covid unemployment; 2021 Tax Season 
Discussed: This week we're addressing the current jobs crisis by talking about unemployment 

and who is most affected by it, but also some resources that are available to help. 
Speaking on this is Susan Weinstock, VP of Financial Resilience, AARP - she covers 
who has been most affected by the unemployment crisis, how the new COVID relief 
bill may help improve chances of getting a job, what unemployed workers can do to 
improve their chances of getting a job, and what resources are available for older 
Americans who are looking for jobs.

We're also speaking with Mark Steber, Chief Tax Information Officer with Jackson 
Hewitt, about how different filing taxes this year will be different than in years past. 
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Mark offers suggestions on things to consider while preparing your tax returns, or 
questions to ask when seeking out help in tax prep. Because Covid-19 brought so 
many changes to financial situations, this will have an impact on tax returns!

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: January 30/31, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 24:50 minutes 
Guests: Shemikah Croppe, founder of Build Our Community
Topic: Food Insecurity
Discussed: This week we're highlighting a homegrown ministry right in our own backyard! 

We're speaking with Shemikah Croppe, founder of Build Our Community, which is 
an organization based in Warrenton, VA but serving the surround areas. Shemikah 
shares her story of how this organization got started, how God led her to serve those 
in her community, and in what ways she and her partners and volunteers are serving - 
through providing meals, helping with bills, and other amazing ways.

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: February 6/7, 2021  5:00 AM Length: 36:00 minutes 
Guests: Nigel Brockton, PhD, VP of research, American Institute for Cancer Research

Tom Wagenlander, executive director of Wish of a Lifetime from AARP
Topic: Health/wellness; Elderly care 
Discussed: This week we're sharing 2 interviews that focus on physical & mental health. The 

first interview is with Nigel Brockton, PhD, vice president of research, American 
Institute for Cancer Research. Nigel discusses the Healthy10 Challenge, which is a 
focused effort to encourage Americans to adopt healthier habits to reduce risk of 
cancer and other chronic diseases. He discusses the various ways our current lifestyle 
habits may be making us more susceptible to certain types of cancer, and how we can 
make changes now to have lasting impact on our health.

Following that, we will be speaking with Tom Wagenlander, executive director of 
Wish of a Lifetime from AARP. Wish of a Lifetime is an organization that grants 
wishes to people 65 and older in recognition of their special accomplishments, 
contributions and sacrifices. Their recent partnership with AARP is shaping up to 
expand this program even more, and Tom will be sharing about their efforts centered 
around Valentine's Day this year and what they are doing to help the older 
generations in our communities feel less lonely and isolated- as well as ways that 
YOU can get involved to help!

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: February 20/21, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 51:30 minutes 
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Guests: Lindsay Clarke, VP of health education and advocacy, Alliance for Aging Research
Lori J. Pierce, MD, FASTRO, FASCO, president of ASCO
Jean Chatzky, CEO of HerMoney.com

Topic: Heart health; Cancer care; Financial 
Discussed: This week we are highlighting several great pieces of information for you. Our first 

interview is with Lindsay Clarke, vice president of health education and advocacy, 
Alliance for Aging Research. She will be discussing Heart Valve Disease Awareness 
Day (February 22nd), and what the risk factors, symptoms, etc are with HVD. She 
also discusses ways the community can get involved with the work of Alliance for 
Aging Research, and how to support the efforts of Heart Valve Disease Awareness 
specifically.

Our second interview is with Lori J. Pierce, MD, FASTRO, FASCO, president 
of ASCO, about perceptions of current cancer care levels. As the world’s leading 
organization of oncology professionals who care for people with 
cancer, ASCO believes it is critical to understand what the public, including patients, 
think of, expect and need from the nation’s cancer care system.

Our third interview is with Jean Chatzky, CEO of HerMoney.com, about new 
research that has come out about the conundrum facing employers/employees during 
this pandemic - specifically in how it relates to balancing work/home life in 
connection with caregiving.

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: February 27/28, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 61:00 minutes 
Guests: Vicki Thorpe of Thrivent Financial
Topic: Financial wellness
Discussed: This week we talk with Vicki Thorpe of Thrivent Financial about the history of the 

organization, how they help families, and what Vicki does when she works with 
clients. Thrivent Financial is a non-profit financial advisory organization. 

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: March 6/7, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 46:46 minutes 
Guests: Dr. Karen Hacker, Director of CDC’s NCCDPHP

Dr. Pari Ghodsi
Margi Mannix, Digital Editor in Chief for AARP

Topic: Health/Wellness; Cancer care; Tax season
Discussed: This week we're talking with Dr. Karen Hacker, Director of CDC’s National Center 

for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (NCCDPHP) about tips to help 
quit smoking, but also how the CDC's Tips Campaign has helped adults quit in its 10 
years of existence!
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We're also speaking with Dr. Pari Ghodsi about About HPV (Human Papillomavirus) 
and the Link to Certain Cancers & Diseases. Dr. Ghodsi educates listeners on the 
prevalence of HPV, the link between HPV and certain cancers and diseases in men 
and women, and tips and resources for patients to be proactive about their health from 
a physician’s perspective.

Finally, we are speaking with Margi Mannix, Digital Editor in Chief for AARP about 
tips and advice for older Americans struggling with filing their taxes this year.

.

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: March 13/14 5:00 AM Length: 70:52 minutes 
Guests: Courtney McCormick, corporate dietitian with NutritiSystem

Dr. Aline Charabaty, MD, FACG, Johns Hopkins Medicine and Sibley Hospital
Teresa Phillips, CEO of Spherex
Max Steber, Chief Tax Information Office for Jackson Hewitt

Topic: Nutrition; Cancer care/research; Media safety; Tax season 
Discussed: This week's Community Matters features a slew of interviews covering a variety of 

topics! First up is Courtney McCormick, corporate dietitian with NutritiSystem, 
discussing the health benefits of frozen food and frozen meals. March is National 
Nutrition Month and Frozen Food Month, and Courtney talks through how we can 
utilize nutrition labels on frozen food to help hit our health goals.

Our second interview is with Dr. Aline Charabaty, MD, FACG, Johns Hopkins 
Medicine and Sibley Hospital about colorectal cancer awareness and overall colon 
health. March is also National Colorectal Cancer Awareness month, and Dr. 
Charabaty will be talking about general lifestyle behaviors that can contribute to good 
colorectal health, and also about the importance of regular screenings.

For our third interview we are speaking with Teresa Phillips, CEO of Spherex, about 
the work her company is doing to help media and entertainment companies to 
seamless and easily adapt their content to be compliant, relevant, rated and culturally 
appropriate for any global market. 

And finally we are speaking once again with Max Steber, Chief Tax Information 
Office for Jackson Hewitt, about what makes the 2021 tax season different from years 
past, and how the Look Back Rule can possibly help you with your returns!

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: March 20/21, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 54:06 minutes 
Guests: Dana Brown of Zoe Freedom Center
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Topic: Addiction recovery 
Discussed: For this week's Community Matters we are checking in again with Dana Brown of 

Zoe Freedom Center on how their ministry is doing! Even amidst the pandemic, this 
ministry has been able to reach so many people struggling with addiction, and some 
programs have even started sooner than anticipated because of the need in the 
community. She also shares some great things on the horizon for ZFC, and ways you 
can get involved.

COMMUNITY MATTERS
Date: March 27/28, 2021 5:00 AM Length: 38:32 minutes 
Guests: Shemikah Croppe, founder of Build Our Community

John Troup, Ph.D., Dietary Supplement and Nutrition Expert, Consumer Healthcare 
Products Association (CHPA)

Topic: Food insecurity; Nutrition 
Discussed: This week we're highlighting a homegrown ministry right in our own backyard! 

We're speaking with Shemikah Croppe, founder of Build Our Community, which is 
an organization based in Warrenton, VA but serving the surround areas. Shemikah 
shares her story of how this organization got started, how God led her to serve those 
in her community, and in what ways she and her partners and volunteers are serving - 
through providing meals, helping with bills, and other amazing ways. 

For our second interview we are speaking with John Troup, Ph.D., Dietary 
Supplement and Nutrition Expert, Consumer Healthcare Products Association 
(CHPA) about how dietary supplements can fill critical gaps in the American diet, 
and what to look out for in dietary supplements.


